CHARLOTTESVILLE INSIDE-OUT, Season 11
1/18/18 & 1/21/18 Youth Mountain Biking / Oratorio Society of Virginia

Explore the rise in popularity of youth mountain biking as it becomes a recognized sport in area schools; then hear from
one of the most distinguished community choruses in the region.

1/25/18 & 1/28/18 Mel’s Cafe / Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at UVa (OLLI)

Stop by one of the community’s long-time favorite eateries; then discover the benefits of lifelong learning through a
member-directed UVa-affiliated institute.

2/1/18 & 2/4/18 Big Blue Door / Grow Oyster Reefs

Examine the art of improv and storytelling; then catch up with a local entrepreneur whose concrete designs are being
used to restore oyster reefs across the country.

2/8/18 & 2/11/18 Charlottesville Swing Dance Society / Lorenzo Dickerson

Kick up your heels with an area swing dance group; then meet a filmmaker who focuses on sharing forgotten and
unknown stories about local African Americans.

2/15/18 & 2/18/18 Lockn’ Festival / Literacy Volunteers of Charlottesville / Albemarle

Visit a popular national music festival that’s held right here in our backyard; then learn about an organization that changes
lives one word at a time.

2/22/18 & 2/25/18 Falconry / PB&J Fund

Explore the art and sport of falconry; then discover an organization that connects area youth with the resources and
knowledge necessary to develop and maintain a healthy diet.

3/1/18 & 3/4/18 Rivanna Rowing Club / Dogwood Vietnam Memorial Foundation

Head over to the Rivanna Reservoir to catch up with a local rowing club; then visit one the first public-civic Vietnam
veteran memorials in the United States.

3/22/18 & 3/25/18 Michael Clem / Virginia Institute of Autism

Catch up with a popular musician who is known for both his songwriting and his humor; then learn about an organization
dedicated to helping people manage the challenges of autism.

3/29/18 & 4/1/18 Rivanna Radio Control Club / Frank Walker

Try your hand at flying with a local radio control club; then sit down with an artist whose work is inspired by his passion
for history and people.

4/5/18 & 4/8/18 A3 House / McCormick Observatory

Check out a high school arts and music program that focuses on learning through authentic experience and collaboration;
then visit an observatory that houses what was once the second largest telescope in the world.

4/12/18 & 4/15/18 Charlottesville Tom Sox / PVCC Self-Sufficiency Programs

Catch up with the city’s collegiate summer baseball team; then learn about PVCC programs that connect job seekers with
employers and help them gain the skills necessary to become valued employees.

4/19/18 & 4/22/18 Claudius Crozet Blue Ridge Tunnel Foundation / ParadeRest Virginia

Explore an historical railroad tunnel that is being restored as a community landmark and recreational resource; then learn
about an organization that connects military personnel and their families with the local community.
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